
SOFTWARE THAT GROWS WITH YOUR BUSINESS

Apptivo Integrations

API Integrations

Integrations in Apptivo allows you to connect with more than 60+ apps directly and indirectly. 
Apptivo, by default, doesn't require as many integrations as our competitors because of its 
integrated suite of apps. For example, when other CRM competitors rely on third-party apps to 
generate invoices or run an email campaign, we support it directly within our Apptivo app. It's a 
one-stop shop for all your business needs. 

Apptivo APIs are 100% customizable and can interact with any 3rd party application.

The Apptivo Developer APIs are HTTP-based programming interface that allows developers to 
interact with the Apptivo platform to extend and enhance its functionality. It is RESTful and 
uses JSON as the exchange format and supports read and write.

For every action you perform in Apptivo app’s UI, our rest APIs are readily available. They are For every action you perform in Apptivo app’s UI, our rest APIs are readily available. They are 
flexible and we don’t put any sort of restrictions. Though we don’t have all our APIs 
documented, you can access our APIs directly by inspecting the Network calls (Filter: XHR) when 
calling an API.  

If that gets you confused, you can always touch base with us at support@apptivo.com and we’ll 
get everything sorted in a jiffy. We’ll be there for you like Dr.Watson was for Sherlock Holmes. 

But sometimes the best of the best fall through the crack and the feature you're looking for 
might not be available. In that case, we don't want to be the one to restrict your scalability. That's 
why we're continuing to enhance Apptivo by integrating with as many third-party apps as 
possible and opening our APIs for high-level integration.

As of this moment, we support the following third-party applications. 

Calendar, Task, Email, Contact Syncing & 

Document Sharing

Calendar, Email Syncing & Document Sharing

Sync your contacts 2-way in real time between 

Apptivo and your favorite cloud app from the 

40+ apps 

Amplify your sales team’s performance by 

recording the calls they make in the CRM app as 

well as in all other apps

Automate your routine tasks with simplicity & 

ease. Share data between applications with 

automatic workflow

Keep everything organized without breaking 

your flow
Connect Your Apps and Automate Workflows 

with team members on an invite

Create alignment & shared understanding across your teams

Increase productivity by linking Apptivo CRM 

with RingCentral for a seamless powerhouse 

integration 

Unify design, prototyping, and implementation 

of high quality mobile apps

The easiest way to save your business cards into 

Apptivo CRM

Payment Gateway WordPress

Note: 

APIs are available only for Premium or Ultimate plan customers. Premium plan supports 2,000 requests/user/-

day and Ultimate plan supports 20,000 requests/user/day.
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